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ABSTRACT  
Trypanosome U-insertion/deletion RNA editing in mitochondrial mRNAs involves guide RNAs 
(gRNAs) and the auxiliary RNA Editing Substrate binding Complex (RESC) and RNA Editing Helicase 
2 Complex (REH2C). RESC and REH2C stably co-purify with editing mRNAs but the functional 
interplay between these complexes remains unclear. Most steady-state mRNAs are partially edited 
and include mis-edited ‘junction’ regions that match neither pre-mRNA nor fully-edited transcripts. 
Editing specificity is central to mitochondrial RNA maturation and function, but its basic control 
mechanisms remain unclear. Here we applied a novel nucleotide-resolution RNA-seq approach to 
examine Ribosomal Protein Subunit 12 (RPS12) and ATPase-subunit 6 (A6) mRNA transcripts. We 
directly compared transcripts associated with RESC and REH2C to those found in total mitochondrial 
RNA. RESC-associated transcripts exhibited site-preferential enrichments in total and accurate edits. 
REH2C loss-of-function induced similar substrate-specific and site-specific editing effects in total and 
RESC-associated RNA. It decreased total editing primarily at RPS12 5’ positions but increased total 
editing at examined A6 3’ positions. REH2C loss-of-function caused site-preferential loss of accurate 
editing in both transcripts. However, changes in total or accurate edits did not necessarily involve 
common sites. A few 5’ nucleotides of the initiating gRNA (gRNA-1) directed accurate editing in both 
transcripts. However, in RPS12, two conserved 3’-terminal adenines in gRNA-1 could direct a non-
canonical 2U-insertion that causes major pausing in 3’-5’ progression. In A6, a non-canonical 
sequence element that depends on REH2C in a region normally targeted by the 3’-half of gRNA-1 
may hinder early-editing progression. Overall, we defined transcript-specific effects of REH2C loss. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Species of Trypanosoma and other kinetoplastid protozoa within the protist group Euglenozoa utilize 
atypical mechanisms of gene expression (Tschudi and Ullu 1994; Simpson and Maslov 1999; Zimmer 
2019; Butenko et al. 2020). Several mitochondrially-encoded genes give rise to primary mRNA 
transcripts that are incomplete and packed with stop codons, preventing the formation of a functional 
open reading frame (ORF). Editosomes create translatable mRNAs encoding a canonical protein 
sequence through post-transcriptional U-specific insertion/deletion. This maturation process 
progresses 3’ to 5’ and is directed by guide RNAs (gRNAs). In Trypanosoma brucei, editosomes 
involve ~40 proteins and about 1,000 gRNAs to create 12 canonical ORFs (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2018; 
Aphasizheva et al. 2020). Pre-edited mRNA and gRNA transcripts are encoded in mitochondria, 
whereas all known editing proteins are encoded in the nucleus and require import into mitochondria.  
In most cases, multiple gRNAs are required to create a fully edited mRNA transcript (Koslowsky et al. 
2013; Cooper et al. 2019). The 3’-most initiating gRNA (gRNA-1) and subsequent gRNAs (gRNA-2, 
gRNA-n) participate in a relay pathway. A 5’ anchor in the initiating gRNA anneals with pre-mRNA 
before its guiding sequence directs the editing changes. Completion of a full block of editing by the 
initiating gRNA enables 5’ anchor annealing by the subsequent gRNA (Koslowsky et al. 1991; Maslov 
and Simpson 1992). Thousands of canonical editing sites (ESs; see Table 1 for terminology) in 
mitochondria, are interspersed with non-canonical ESs (nESs). While nESs do not require processing 
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in fully edited transcripts, these positions usually exhibit U-changes in presumed transcript 
intermediates of editing. This shows that any space between two non-Us has the potential to be 
edited by U-insertion/deletion, and presumably be proofread by additional editing attempts. Cognate 
gRNA annealing with mRNA leads to the creation of canonical “correct sequences” at either ESs 
(directing precise editing changes) or nESs (preventing editing changes) at these sites. As editing 
progresses 3’ to 5’, a downstream sequence with correct editing is often followed by partially edited 
sequence junctions that match neither fully edited or pre-edited sequence, including ESs and or nESs 
(Decker and Sollner-Webb 1990; Koslowsky et al. 1991; Simpson et al. 2016). Alternative editing 
events have been proposed or identified (Ochsenreiter and Hajduk 2006; Koslowsky et al. 2013; 
Madina et al. 2014; Simpson et al. 2016) and off-targets by gRNAs may be possible (Koslowsky et al. 
1991; Sturm et al. 1992; Kirby and Koslowsky 2017; Tylec et al. 2019). However, the possible function 
of alternative transcripts, particularly those that might create a non-canonical protein sequence, 
remain to be validated.  
Editosomes include at least three macromolecular assemblies: RNA Editing Catalytic Complex 
(RECC), RNA Editing Substrate Binding Complex (RESC), and RNA Editing Helicase 2 Complex 
(REH2C). RECC contains 19 stably-bound protein subunits, including enzymes for the key editing 
steps of endonucleolytic RNA cleavage, U addition or removal, and ligation (Rusche et al. 1997; 
Aphasizhev et al. 2003; Panigrahi et al. 2003a). Functional RECC, purified without RESC and 
REH2C, catalyses editing at one or two consecutive substrate sites in vitro (Rusche et al. 1997; 
Panigrahi et al. 2003b; Carnes and Stuart 2007; Alatortsev et al. 2008). RECC transiently contacts 
RESC and REH2C via RNA. Purified RECC does not usually contain RNA (Rusche et al. 1997; Golas 
et al. 2009; Aphasizheva et al. 2014). However, proteins in purified RECC have been crosslinked to 
RNA in vitro (Sacharidou et al. 2006; Hernandez et al. 2008; Hernandez et al. 2010). RESC is 
heterogeneous and its organization is not completely understood, but it contains gRNA and at least 
14 protein subunits (Hashimi et al. 2008; Panigrahi et al. 2008; Weng et al. 2008; Ammerman et al. 
2012). REH2C includes three protein subunits and ATP-dependent 3’-5’ double-stranded RNA 
unwinding activity (Madina et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2016; Kumar et al. 2019). The kinetoplastid RNA 
helicase KREH2 (aka REH2) and zinc-finger protein KH2F1 (aka H2F1) subunits of REH2C promote 
efficient editing (Hashimi et al. 2009; Kumar et al. 2016). KREH2 is the sole DEAH/RHA type RNA 
helicase in editosomes (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2018). Interaction between the trypanosomal editing 
complexes involves RNA, but contacts with RECC are particularly transient. Purifications of RESC 
and REH2C include stably associated mRNA (Aphasizheva et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2014; Huang et 
al. 2015).  
The current model of the editosome organization posits that RESC serves as a platform for the 
assembly of gRNA hybrids with mRNA (or its mRNPs including REH2C) and catalysis by the RECC 
enzyme complex (Aphasizheva et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2014; Kumar et al. 2016; Dixit et al. 2017; 
McAdams et al. 2018). The functional interplay between these complexes and how their interactions 
may affect the editing processivity and accuracy remain unclear: variants of RECC and RESC 
complexes complicates our understanding of the editing mechanism further (Carnes et al. 2011; 
Ammerman et al. 2012; Madina et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015; Madina et al. 2015; McAdams et al. 
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2018). REH2C interacts weakly with a RESC variant purified via immunoprecipitation of RESC6 (aka 
MRB3010), a critical protein in 3’ early editing (Ammerman et al. 2011; Madina et al. 2014). Previous 
studies using quantitative (q)RT-PCR indicated that fully edited mRNAs, including RPS12 and A6, are 
enriched in RESC6-purified RESC versus REH2C or total mitochondrial RNA (mtRNA) (Madina et al. 
2014; Madina et al. 2015). RNAi of the helicase subunit in REH2C decreased that level of fully edited 
mRNAs in RESC6-purified RESC and appeared to increase editing pausing in the associated 
transcripts (Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015). Editing pausing in those studies was examined 
indirectly using a gel-assay of endpoint RT-PCR products established by the Read lab (Ammerman et 
al. 2010). Whether REH2C affects all or only specific positions in mRNAs was not established in 
those studies. Amplicon-based RNA-seq studies of mRNA in T. brucei have examined the highly 
heterogeneous population of partially edited transcripts in the total mtRNA pool at steady state 
(Simpson et al. 2016; Carnes et al. 2017; Simpson et al. 2017; McAdams et al. 2018; Zimmer et al. 
2018; McAdams et al. 2019; Tylec et al. 2019). Targeted RNA-seq studies by the Read lab 
characterized features of partially edited sequence junctions such as the junction start and end sites 
and defined Intrinsic Pause Sites (IPS) in 3’-5’ progression. These authors also used RNAi of some 
RESC proteins to identify the specific effects of these proteins during 3’ early editing and 3’-5’ 
progression. RNA editing in other kinetoplastids was also examined by RNA-seq (Gerasimov et al. 
2018). In this study, we applied a new bioinformatic tool that enables detailed analyses of editing at 
every position, either ES or nES, and thus can summarise at any position and all positions. Our 
systematic approach compared transcripts from different samples and examined values of total 
editing and editing accuracy at each position. We focused on the mRNA that encodes the 
mitochondrial ribosome protein subunit 12 (RPS12) (Read et al. 1992), and the mRNA that encodes 
the ATPase subunit 6 (A6) (Bhat et al. 1990). These transcripts are most likely essential in 
bloodstream and procyclic insect-born life cycle stages of T. brucei (Zikova et al. 2009; Dean et al. 
2013). Amplicon-based RNA-seq was used to compare edited transcripts associated with RESC or 
REH2C complexes, and in mtRNA. These studies linked the enrichment of fully edited mRNAs in the 
RESC6-bound RESC variant to site-preferential changes in total and accurate editing. Our studies 
also defined REH2C-mediated substrate-specific and site-preferential changes in editing in transcripts 
associated with RESC and in mtRNA.  
 
RESULTS 
Earlier studies in procyclic T. brucei indicated that the proportion of fully edited mRNAs, including 
RPS12 and A6, is relatively higher in RESC6-purified RESC than in REH2C or mtRNA (Ammerman et 
al. 2010; Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015). Those authors also showed that KREH2 affects the 
level of fully edited mRNAs, as well as the general pattern of editing progression in transcripts 
associated with RESC6-purified RESC. Because affinity-purification of RESC6-tagged RESC included 
most of the known RESC proteins (Ammerman et al. 2011) hereon, we will refer to RESC6-containing 
RESC as “RESC”, a presumed fully-active variant of this complex (reviewed in Cruz-Reyes et al. 
2018). In this study, again focusing on procyclic T. brucei, we asked whether the differential 
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enrichment of edited mRNAs in RESC, and the KREH2-mediated effects on the editing of these 
transcripts, involve editing changes in all positions or select positions in RPS12 and A6.    
To address these questions, we used amplicon-based RNA-seq analyses to identify putative 
differential editing events at every position in mRNA RPS12 and A6 transcripts at steady state in 
RESC6-IPs, KREH2-IPs, KH2F1-IPs, and total mtRNA. The immunoprecipitated samples represent 
the editing complexes RESC and REH2C (including KREH2 and zinc-finger protein KH2F1 subunits) 
(Kumar et al. 2016). We also applied RNAi of KREH2 or KH2F1 to examine trans effects of the 
REH2C complex on RESC-associated transcripts. In total, we examined 42 samples and 19 different 
conditions. The samples used in each figure are indicated in Supplemental Table S1. Pearson’s 
correlation analyses showed no correlation coefficients between the two independent biological 
replicates of each sample are smaller than 0.9 (Supplemental Table S1), demonstrating strong 
experimental replicability.  
Targeted RNA-seq studies of mRNA RPS12 
We examined the RPS12 sequence that starts with edits directed by the initiating gRNA and includes 
ORF (121 positions) and 5’ UTR (14 positions) regions. We identified all positions in the RPS12 
amplicons that may be potentially modified by editing, i.e., by numbering each position between two 
non-T bases (AGC) in the genome sequence from 5’ to 3’. These positions in the reference T-stripped 
sequence are referred hereafter as "T-str" positions. We scored all editing events immediately 5’ of 
each non-T nucleotide after removing the primer sequences comparing RESC6-IPs to other samples 
(Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S2). ESs were numbered from 3' to 5'. The first two 
canonical sites, ES1 and ES2, in the 3’ UTR of RPS12 were not examined in this study as they were 
contained in the reverse PCR primer used to generate the transcript amplicons (Supplemental Fig. 
S1). Recent studies found alternative 5’ UTR sequences within a strain or between strains, perhaps 
due to the rapid evolution of this region (Simpson et al. 2016; Kirby and Koslowsky 2017; Cooper et 
al. 2019). While different 5’ UTR sequences are likely functional, we used a predicted 5’ UTR version, 
which was present in a relatively high number in all our RPS12 Illumina libraries. The 5’ UTR version 
reported in most studies (Read et al. 1992; Koslowsky et al. 2013; Simpson et al. 2016) and other 
possible 5’ UTR variants were present at much lower numbers or missing in our amplicons.  
Distribution of editing events and analysis of total editing in RPS12 from mtRNA, REH2C and 
RESC 
We asked whether the reported ratios of fully edited RPS12 in RESC, REH2C, and mtRNA that were 
examined using qRT-PCR involves differences in the total number of possible edits among samples. 
In that case, we also wondered whether those differences would affect all or only some positions in 
RPS12. To address these questions, we began by scoring the relative distribution of all editing events 
at ESs and nESs in RPS12 from four different samples: RESC6-IPs, KREH2-IPs, KH2F1-IPs, and 
mtRNA. We checked the integrity of canonical proteins in RESC, REH2C, and RECC using western 
blot analyses of these samples (Supplemental Figs. S2A-B) (Kumar et al. 2016). Transient RECC 
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enzyme contacts with accessory editing complexes in our pulldowns were detected using radioactive 
auto-adenylylation of an RNA ligase in RECC (Sabatini and Hajduk 1995). Supplemental Table S1, 
indicates the source of the biological replicates in this analysis, including the IP and mtRNA samples 
shown in supplemental Fig. S2. Western blots of representative pulldowns using the same affinity-
purified antibodies and standard IP conditions in our prior reports (Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 
2015; Kumar et al. 2016; see Materials and Methods) showed that RESC6-IPs had negligible levels of 
KH2F1. Similarly, KH2F1-IPs had negligible levels of RESC2 (a protein subunit in RESC6-bound 
RESC). However, we found a minor amount of KREH2 in the RESC6-IPs. Despite this minor cross-
contamination the current study confirmed the expected enrichment of fully edited mRNA in RESC6-
IPs, as shown below. To illustrate the raw data collected in our studies of full or partial editing at ESs, 
and any editing event at nESs, we included a representative stacked histogram of one of our 
replicates (Fig. 1). This histogram provided a “snapshot” of RPS12 editing events at steady-state with 
percentages of all editing events at each ES and nES showing a typical overall decrease in a 3’ to 5’ 
direction (Decker and Sollner-Webb 1990; Koslowsky et al. 1992). All subsequent analyses used the 
collected information directly comparing independent biological replicates of each sample. 
Surprisingly, we found that all 5’ positions in the amplified RPS12 sequence contained edits, i.e., 
further upstream of the 5’-most ES reported in most earlier studies of RPS12 editing. Because the 
boundary in the 5’ UTR in RPS12 remains uncertain, we focused hereon on the ORF region of this 
transcript. First, we added up all editing events at each position (i.e., excluding pre-edited sequence 
reads) and plotted the total editing values (see Table 1 for terminology) along the RPS12 ORF 
sequence in two independent samples groups: RESC6-IPs, KREH2-IPs, and mtRNA (Fig. 2A) or 
RESC6-IPs, KH2F1-IPs, and mtRNA (Supplemental Fig. S3A). Each group of samples derived from a 
distinct cell line (Supplemental Table S1). The first five ESs at the 3’ end of RPS12 in all samples 
examined exhibited high values of total editing (~90-95% of all reads), including the 3’-most position 
examined (T-str 151, aka ES3), which creates the stop codon. All nESs in RPS12 in our samples 
carried editing events in at least some of the reads. However, most nESs exhibited relatively fewer 
editing events than the ESs. 
 
We also noted a higher percentage of editing events in the 5’ half of RPS12 transcripts from RESC6-
IPs than from other samples. In contrast, values of total editing in the 3’ half of RPS12 appeared 
similar between these samples. To assess the statistical significance of the differences between 
samples, we performed a sliding window analysis (Zivot and Wang 2006) that confirmed our visual 
inspection. Only the windows in the 5’ half showed significant differences among groups. The 
transition between significant differences to no differences is found with sliding windows ending 
around the position 80. 
 
We plotted cumulative values of total editing along RSP12 (Fig. 2B; Supplemental Fig. S3B). To 
highlight differences along the ORF we divided the sequence into 5’ and 3’ halves based on our 
general observations in Fig. 2A. Positions T-str 88 (ES38) and T-str 89 (ES39) marked the boundary 
between the two halves. The cumulative value at T-str 31 (ES72), which creates the start codon, was 
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higher in RESC6-IPs relative to KREH2-IPs and mtRNA, ~43% and ~98%, respectively (Fig. 2B). This 
cumulative value was also higher in RESC6-IPs relative to KH2F1-IPs and mtRNA, ~44% and ~51%, 
respectively (Supplemental Fig. S3B). Differences in the cell lines used (e.g., inoculum quality or 
growth rate) for each sample group, or our manipulation of the samples, may account for the 
variations in cumulative values between the two sample groups. Possible differences in REH2C 
protein subunit stoichiometry, as previously suggested after sedimentation analysis of mitochondrial 
extracts (Kumar et al. 2019), may also cause cumulative differences between KREH2-IP and mtRNA 
samples versus KH2F1-IP and mtRNA samples. Notably, total editing in most ESs in the 5’ half 
(approximately ES45-to-ES72) was relatively stable compared to the gradual decline in total editing in 
the 3’ half. We found significant differences in total edits between samples in a 5’ region that contains 
a nearly continuous cluster of ESs, beginning at T-str 51 (ES54; arrowhead), including the start 
codon. At least three gRNAs direct editing along this cluster of ESs in RPS12. Our sliding window 
analysis of the RPS12 3’ half did not reveal significant differences between samples. In general, the 
ORF 5’ half provided a useful estimate of the overall differences in cumulative total editing in RPS12 
between our samples.  
Overall, we found a site-preferential enrichment in total editing in RPS12 transcripts associated with 
RESC (RESC6-IPs) compared to transcripts associated with REH2C (KREH2-IPs or KH2F1-IPs) or in 
mtRNA. Significant differences in total editing among samples concentrated in the 5’ half of RPS12, 
which includes mainly canonical ESs spanning at least four gRNAs. The reported enrichment of fully 
edited mRNA in RESC (Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015) may be partly explained by an 
increased action (i.e., higher frequency of total edits) by the RECC enzyme in the context of RESC. 
However, this enhanced editing preferentially affects 5’ positions in the RPS12 transcript, which may 
be better exposed to editing catalysis in the RESC complex. These observations are consistent with 
the general idea that RESC6-purified RESC contains a complement of proteins and gRNAs, and trans 
factors, that promote editing on associated transcripts.    
Analysis of accurate editing using Inc/Cor values at each position of RPS12 
We asked if the above preferential changes in total edits at 5’ positions between sample groups may 
correlate with changes in editing accuracy at those positions, or whether changes in total edits and 
accurate edits occur at different positions in RPS12. We assessed editing accuracy in RPS12 by 
using a ratio value at each ESs and nESs that takes into account the total number of sequences with 
the correct T number (“Cor” value) expected in the canonical form and the total number of sequences 
with the incorrect T number (“Inc” value; here defined as different from the expected canonical form) 
(Supplemental Fig. S4). A normalized ratio value in the form “Inc/Cor” is particularly useful at ESs 
because close inspection of the individual Cor and Inc values at these positions showed that these 
two types of values do not always change proportionally between samples (see the closeup panels B 
and D in Supplemental Fig. S4; Supplemental Table. S3). That is, an increase in correct sequences 
was combined with either a decrease, increase, or minimal change, in incorrect sequences. At ESs, 
the total RNA-seq reads (100%) includes pre-edited, correct (Cor), and incorrect (Inc) sequences. At 
nESs, the total RNA-seq reads (100%) includes pre-edited (Cor) and incorrect (Inc) sequences. The 
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cognate gRNA dictates the canonical Cor value at ESs and nESs. However, the Inc value may reflect 
misuse or alternative use of a cognate gRNA, or a non-cognate gRNA  (Decker and Sollner-Webb 
1990; Koslowsky et al. 1991; Maslov and Simpson 1992). In general, Inc/Cor values provided a useful 
indicator of the overall editing accuracy at each position because they take into account possible 
differences in the accumulation of correct and incorrect sequences, regardless of the total editing or 
the source of the incorrect edits in different samples. 
RESC-associated RPS12 transcripts exhibit particularly accurate editing  
Analyses of Inc/Cor values in RPS12 in our samples (Fig. 3A; Supplemental Fig. S5A) revealed a few 
general features about the accuracy of editing in this transcript. Inc/Cor values varied substantially 
along RPS12 but did not readily distinguish between insertion and deletion ESs. Inc/Cor values were 
generally higher in the 3’ half than the 5’ half of RPS12. Also, Inc/Cor values were generally higher at 
ESs than at nESs and lower at the few C nucleotides (just 3’ of ESs or nESs), potentially forming 
stabilizing C-G basepairs with gRNA. A few exceptions to these generalities, particularly at a few 
positions at the 3’ end, are discussed below. Notably, we found a significantly higher editing accuracy 
in the RPS12 5’ half in RESC6-IPs than in other samples.  
Based on the general observations in Fig. 3A above, we divided the ORF region into two halves (i.e., 
same as in Fig. 2B) and examined our samples in plots of cumulative Inc/Cor values along RPS12. At 
the start codon, the cumulative Inc/Cor was lower in RESC6-IPs versus KREH2-IPs and mtRNA, by 
43% and 60%, respectively (Fig. 3B). Similarly, this cumulative Inc/Cor was lower in RESC6-IPs 
versus KH2F1-IPs and mtRNA, ~42% and ~44%, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S5B). As above, 
the different cell lines for each group of samples or our manipulations of the samples may account for 
the variations in cumulative values between the two sample groups. Possible variations in REH2C 
protein subunit stoichiometry, as suggested above (Kumar et al. 2019), could also cause cumulative 
differences between KREH2-IP and mtRNA samples versus KH2F1-IP and mtRNA samples. Several 
prominent spikes in Inc/Cor appeared to contribute to the differences between the cumulative curves 
of these samples. These spikes primarily included 5’ positions starting at positions T-str 48 (ES57) 
and T-str 80 (ES46), respectively (filled arrowheads in Figs. 3A-B; Supplemental Figs. S5A-B). Some 
spikes in Inc/Cor are near, or include, gRNA termini. At least one cluster of spikes, including position 
T-str 48, is in a region with significant differences between samples (Figs. 3A-B) and spans an 
overlap of gRNAs (Fig. 3C), suggesting that some spikes in unfaithful editing may be linked to the 
transition between gRNAs.  
In line with the generally lower editing accuracy in the 3’ half than the 5’ half of RPS12, an analysis of 
incorrectly edited sequences showed that most 3’ positions of RPS12 in RESC6-IPs contained at 
least one prominent event of incorrect editing at high-frequency (i.e., representing between ³ 5% and 
³ 30% of all reads). In contrast, in most 5’ positions in RESC6-IPs the most prominent events of 
incorrect editing were relatively less frequent (< 5% of all reads) (Fig. 3C). 
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The above analyses revealed a jagged profile of editing accuracy along RPS12. Prominent spikes of 
Inc/Cor at common positions in all samples imply intrinsic “hot-spots” of inaccurate editing. Moreover, 
a decrease of these “hot-spots” or spikes at 5’ positions in RESC-associated RPS12 would contribute 
to the known enrichment of fully edited RPS12 in RESC relative to REH2C and total mtRNA (Madina 
et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015). Significant differences in editing accuracy were also detected further 
downstream in some samples. While we found significant changes in both total editing and accurate 
editing, major shifts in these two processes did not necessarily involve the same positions in RPS12. 
This discrepancy suggests that changes in editing accuracy are not directly linked to changes in total 
editing in our samples. However, our analyses of both processes implied an increased RECC function 
on RESC-associated RPS12.  
RNAi of KH2F1 or KREH2 decreased total editing particularly at 5’ positions in RESC-
associated RPS12 transcripts 
RNAi of KREH2 is known to decrease the level of fully edited RPS12 in RESC (RESC6-IPs) (Madina 
et al. 2015). We specifically examined RESC-associated RPS12 and asked whether the helicase 
complex REH2C affects total edits, accurate edits, or both. We also wondered if the same RPS12 
positions exhibiting differential changes in RESC (relative to REH2C or mtRNA) were also affected 
upon REH2C loss-of-function. To address these questions, we began by examining the possible 
effects of KH2F1 or KREH2 knockdowns on total editing in RPS12 in RESC6-IPs (Fig. 4). RNAi at 
days 3 and 4 post-induction caused no major secondary effects on the steady-state level of RESC2 
(aka GAP1), a canonical protein in RESC (Supplemental Fig. S2A-B). The impact of the knockdowns 
on growth was followed over several days (Supplemental Fig. S2C-D). Previous studies using the 
same RNAi cell lines and conditions found no evident effects on canonical editing proteins at steady-
state, including RESC2, RESC6, TbRGG2 (aka RESC13), KREL1 (Madina et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 
2016). RNAi of KH2F1 destabilized KREH2 as reported (Kumar et al. 2016). Supplemental Fig. S2A-B 
also shows that the induced RNAi knockdowns effectively reduced KREH2 and KH2F1 in 
mitochondrial extracts, and also the minor cross-contamination of KREH2 in RESC6-IPs. 
Cumulative plots showed a significant decrease in total editing on the RPS12 5’ half in RESC6-IPs of 
both examined knockdowns (Fig. 4). Values at the start codon decreased at days 3 and 4 upon 
KH2F1-RNAi (~32% and ~64%; panel 4A), and KREH2-RNAi (~13% and ~39%; panel 4B), 
respectively. Significant differences between samples were found at the two time points of RNAi 
induction. The ORF 5’ half in RPS12 provided a useful estimate of the overall impact of these 
knockdowns on total editing.  
Interestingly, major shifts in total editing in the RPS12 5’ half in RESC6-IPs appeared to involve the 
same 5’ positions upon RNAi (Fig. 4) and in our comparison of RESC6-IPs with other samples (Fig. 
2). These 5’ positions included a cluster of ESs (e.g., including position T-str 51 (ES54)) that 
contributed to the differences in the cumulative plots of total editing between samples.  
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In summary, REH2C loss-of-function markedly inhibited total editing preferentially at positions in the 5’ 
half of RPS12 transcripts associated with RESC. Particularly ESs in RPS12 were affected. This 
phenotype in total editing was confirmed with RNAi against two REH2C protein subunits, KH2F1 and 
KREH2. The transcript for each protein was tested at two different RNAi time points, and each time 
point included two independent replicates. Importantly, the same 5’ positions in RESC-associated 
RSP12 exhibited differential changes in total editing upon REH2C loss-of-function and in our analysis 
of RESC compared to REH2C and mtRNA. This finding suggested that the observed change in total 
editing at these positions is physiologically relevant. As aforementioned, several gRNAs are involved 
in the RPS12 5’ half, so it was unclear if their location is linked to the observed RNAi effects on total 
editing.  
RNAi of KH2F1 or KREH2 decreased accurate editing particularly at 5’ positions in RESC-
associated RPS12 transcripts 
We asked if changes in editing accuracy may contribute to the known decrease of fully edited RPS12 
in RESC upon KREH2 depletion (Madina et al. 2015). In that case, we also wondered if the same 
RPS12 positions that exhibited differential changes in RESC versus other samples would be affected 
upon REH2C loss-of-function. We addressed these possibilities by examining Inc/Cor values of 
RPS12 in RESC6-IPs upon KH2F1 or KREH2 RNAi (Fig. 5).  
We found a significant decrease in editing accuracy on the RSP12 5’ half of in both knockdowns. 
Values at the start codon decreased at days 3 and 4 of KH2F1-RNAi (~62% and ~139%; panel 5B) 
and KREH2-RNAi (~17% and ~58%; panel 5C), respectively. Notably, major shifts in Inc/Cor involved 
the same RPS12 positions in RESC6-IPs upon RNAi (Fig. 5) and in our above study comparing 
RESC6-IPs versus other samples (Fig. 3A-B). As mentioned above, correct and incorrect sequences 
at ESs do not always change proportionally, in this case, upon RNAi (Supplemental Fig. S6). A close 
examination of the positions around T-str 48, 80, and 88 (ES57, ES46, and ES39, respectively) 
revealed that the percentage of correct sequences decreased at these positions upon KH2F1-RNAi at 
days 3 and 4 post-induction (Supplemental Fig. S7A). In contrast, high-frequency incorrect sequences 
at these positions appeared relatively unaffected by the knockdown (Supplemental Fig. S7B). This 
observation suggested that canonical editing at those ESs was affected by the knockdown. Inc/Cor 
values provided a useful indicator of editing accuracy at each position in our RNAi analyses.  
Overall, RNAi of KH2F1 and KREH2 reduced the level of accurate editing in RESC-associated 
RPS12. However, both knockdowns only exhibited significant effects on the RPS12 5’ half. Notably, 
the same RPS12 positions exhibited major shifts in accurate editing in two different experimental 
settings: i.e., in RESC upon REH2C loss-of-function, and comparisons of RESC, REH2C, and 
mtRNA. This finding suggested that changes in accurate editing at those positions are physiologically 
relevant. As mentioned above, a short cluster of spikes, including position T-str 48, spans an overlap 
of gRNAs. So, some changes in accuracy may involve the transition between gRNAs. It is also 
feasible that changes in secondary structure are involved in this region. The analysis of these 
possibilities will require additional studies. The effects of KH2F1 and KREH2 knockdowns indicated 
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that the REH2C complex promotes accurate editing primarily at 5’ positions in RESC-associated 
RPS12. 
Early editing in RESC-associated RPS12 transcripts 
We identified several high-frequency events of incorrect editing in the region spanning gRNA-2 to 
gRNA-5 (Fig. 3C). In contrast to the region across gRNA-2 to gRNA-5, which is prone to unfaithful 
editing, most positions covered by gRNA-1, including the 3’-most positions examined, exhibited 
relatively faithful editing. We reasoned that the dramatic shift in editing accuracy in the gRNA-
1/gRNA-2 transition could have a major impact on editing progression. To examine this possibility, we 
further analysed early editing events in RPS12 from RESC6-IPs, including adjoining positions 
showing abrupt Inc/Cor changes from low to high (Fig. 6). The single gRNA-1 isoform (3’ portion), and 
the most abundant gRNA-2 isoform in an extensive gRNA-seq study in EATRO 164 cells by the 
Koslowsky lab are depicted in Fig. 6A. The initiating gRNA-1 anneals to positions T-str 142-151 
(including ES3 to ES7 in this depiction). The gRNA-2 anneals to positions T-str 123-148 (including 
ES4 to ES17) (Koslowsky et al. 2013). A gRNA-1 bearing an identical guide sequence was found in a 
limited gRNA-seq study in Lister 427 cells used in the current study (Madina et al. 2014) and in 
annotated DNA minicircles in EATRO 1125 AnTat1.1 cells (Cooper et al. 2019).  
The gRNA-1 and gRNA-2 transcripts cover positions with very low Inc/Cor but also positions with 
relatively high Inc/Cor. The entire RPS12 ORF region examined in RESC6-IPs has seven Inc/Cor 
values < 0.001 (Supplemental Table. S4). These include the first four positions examined at the 3’ end 
(T-str 148-151, including insertion ES3 and ES4, and two nESs). So, over half of the Inc/Cor values < 
0.001 in the RPS12 ORF region depend on gRNA-1. 
Four positions directed by gRNA-1, T-str 143, 144 (deletion ES7), 145, and 147 (insertion ES5), 
exhibited Inc/Cor values between ~ 0.001 and ~0.005. These four positions represent one-third of all 
values within this range in the examined ORF region (Supplemental Table S4). In contrast to the low 
values above, three positions across gRNA-1 and gRNA-2, T-str 136, 142, and 146 (deletion ES6) 
exhibited relatively high Inc/Cor values. The nES at position T-str 142 had one of the two largest 
Inc/Cor values in the entire ORF region despite this position involving a stabilizing C-G basepair (i.e., 
T-str 142 is just 5’ to C). While gRNA-1 directs canonical editing at position T-str 146, gRNA-2 directs 
canonical editing at positions T-str 136 and 142 (Fig. 6A). However, gRNA-1 may also direct non-
canonical editing at T-str 142, as described below (Fig. 6B). An analysis of incorrectly edited reads 
(Inc values) showed that at positions T-str 136, 142, and, 146 the values largely depended on a high-
frequency editing event. At position T-str 142 (nES), a 2U-insertion event accounted for ~35% of all 
reads (and >90% of the Inc value) at that position in RESC6-IPs (Figs. 6B-C; Supplemental Table S5, 
panel A). This 2U-insertion was consistently the most frequent event in all our samples. We noted that 
two adenines in the 3’ terminus of gRNA-1 might direct the non-canonical 2U-insertion at T-str 142 
(Fig. 6B). Importantly, these two 3’-terminal adenines are conserved in the sequenced gRNA-1 in 
Lister 427 cells (used in this study) and EATRO 164 cells, and in two initiating gRNAs in annotated 
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DNA minicircles in EATRO 1125 AnTat1.1 cells (Koslowsky et al. 2013; Madina et al. 2014; Cooper et 
al. 2019). The conservation of these adenines suggests that they are functionally important.          
We specifically examined the fold change in Inc/Cor at the adjacent positions T-str 142 and 143 (i.e., 
Inc/Cor ~0.6 and ~0.001, respectively) in RESC-associated RPS12. The T-str 142/143 transition 
predicted a >500-fold loss in editing accuracy during 3’-5’ progression. This Inc/Cor fold change was 
the largest identified between adjoining sites in the ORF region examined (Supplemental Table S4). 
Consequently, the T-str 142/143 transition may cause a major pause in editing progression. The 
second and third largest Inc/Cor fold-change values were at the T-str 138/139 and T-str 146/147 
transitions (>85-fold and >65-fold, respectively). The KH2F1 or KREH2 knockdowns slightly increased 
both the percentage of the 2U-insertion event and the Inc value at position T-str 142 (Figs. 6C). 
Accordingly, these two independent RNAi knockdowns increased Inc/Cor at position T-str 142, and 
the Inc/Cor fold change at the T-str 142/143 transition (Fig. 6D; Supplemental Table S5). The second 
most frequent incorrect event at T-str 142 (>2%) did not seem affected by these knockdowns 
(Supplemental Table S5). However, because very few positions differed among samples in our 
analysis of 3’ editing, we were unable to establish significant differences using a moving window 
analysis.    
Overall, the initiating gRNA-1 exhibits at least two interesting features during RPS12 editing. First, the 
5’ end of gRNA-1 directs particularly faithful editing at the first few positions examined in RPS12. This 
accurate editing directed by gRNA-1 precedes several high-frequency incorrect events across the 
subsequent four gRNAs. Second, two conserved adenines in the 3’ end of gRNA-1 may direct the 
most frequent event of non-canonical editing (at position T-str 142) in the examined ORF region. The 
T-str 142/143 transition may cause a major pause during 3’-5’ editing progression in RPS12. The 
proposed pausing at the T-str 142/143 transition in RESC-associated RPS12 was exacerbated by 
independent knockdowns of two REHC proteins in our visual characterization. However, additional 
studies will be needed to establish the significance of REH2C effects on editing progression at the T-
str 142/143 transition. Regardless, major pausing at the T-str 142/143 transition directed by two 
conserved adenines in the 3’ end of gRNA-1 may be used to restrict the RECC passage into 
upstream gRNAs.    
Targeted RNA-seq studies of mRNA A6 
We wondered if REH2C exhibits site-specific effects on A6 in RESC6-IPs, as we found in RPS12 in 
our samples. The ORF sequence in A6 is considerably larger than in RPS12 (Bhat et al. 1990). 
However, prior studies using qRT-PCR and Sanger sequencing of a cDNA fragment across the first 
editing block suggested that KREH2 affects 3’ early editing in the A6 substrate (Madina et al. 2015). 
We examined an A6 3’ fragment that includes ORF (78 positions) and UTR (22 positions) sequences 
(Supplemental Fig. S8). Editing of this 3’ fragment involves the initiating gRNA. As with RPS12, we 
scored all editing events at each position after removing the primer sequences. While alternative 3’ 
UTR edited sequences in A6 are likely functional, we adopted a 3’ UTR edited version which was 
present in a relatively high number in all our A6 Illumina libraries, and is complementary to sequenced 
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or predicted gRNAs. The 3’ UTR edited version reported in most studies (Bhat et al. 1990; Koslowsky 
et al. 2013) and other possible 3’ UTR variants examined were present at a lower frequency or 
missing in our amplicons.  
KH2F1-RNAi affects total and accurate edits at preferential 3’ positions in RESC-associated A6 
transcripts 
We only examined the KH2F1 knockdown because this protein stabilizes KREH2, and the individual 
KH2F1 and KREH2 knockdowns generated similar outcomes on RPS12 editing. As in RPS12, total 
editing of A6 in 3010-IPs was generally higher in canonical ESs than in nESs. Because most edits 
occurred in a sequence spanning the first five gRNA transcripts (i.e., covering ~50% of the amplified 
region), we focused on that sequence that undergoes early editing in A6 (Fig. 7). The relatively low 
level of editing events in further upstream positions in the amplicons may be partly due to the fact that 
our 5’ primer for amplification targets a pre-edited sequence.  
Surprisingly, the KH2F1 knockdown increased the level of total edits at several 3’ positions of A6 in 
RESC6-IPs (Fig. 7). The cumulative value at T-str 71 increased at days 3 and 4 of KH2F1-RNAi, 
~75% and ~84%, respectively. We found significant differences upon RNAi in a short region across 
positions T-str 102-109, involving gRNA-1 and the gRNA-1/gRNA-2 overlap. The region across 
positions T-str 86-98, largely including gRNA-3, and the gRNA-2/gRNA-3 overlap, also showed a 
significant effect upon RNAi.  
Despite the observed increase in total edits, the KH2F1 knockdown significantly increased Inc/Cor in 
3’ early editing of A6 in 3010-IPs (Fig. 8A-B). This loss in editing accuracy involved the same short 
region across gRNA-1 and the gRNA-1/gRNA-2 overlap in our analysis of total edits. Six positions, T-
str 102, 103, 106, 107, 108, and 109, exhibited major changes in both total editing and editing 
accuracy upon KH2F1-RNAi, suggesting that the two processes are related in these positions in A6. 
The cumulative Inc/Cor value at T-str 59 increased at days 3 and 4 of KH2F1-RNAi, ~64% and 
~120%, respectively.   
We wondered whether the Inc/Cor changes at the canonical ESs at positions T-str 102, 103, 106, and 
107 were due to changes in incorrect edits, correct edits, or both. Analysis of the Inc value at these 
positions showed Inc value increases from 5-15% to 30-60% upon RNAi (Fig. 8C, upper). We found a 
similar increase in Inc value at both nESs at T-str positions 108 and 109 suggesting that a common 
mechanism underlies the accumulation of incorrectly edited sequences at these ESs and nESs 
across gRNA-1. The region spanning positions T-str 102-109 exhibited some of the highest Inc values 
in all our A6 samples (Supplemental Table S3). Analyses of the Cor value showed relatively stable 
Cor values at the ESs at T-str positions 102, 103, 106, 107. This suggested that canonical editing at 
those ESs was not affected by KH2F1-RNAi. The nESs at T-str positions 108 and 109 showed the 
expected converse changes relative to their Inc values (Fig. 8C, lower).  
As in RPS12, high Inc values in A6 are largely driven by specific high-frequency events of incorrect 
editing (Fig. 8D). A predicted alternative short sequence, including all high-frequency incorrect edits 
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across T-str positions 102-109 (Fig. 8E) was indeed present in all A6 samples, and its frequency 
increased upon RNAi. Nevertheless, in all A6 samples in this study, we found only one transcript that 
contained this alternative short sequence followed by 3’ fully edited sequence. The 5’ sequence in this 
transcript was pre-edited. This suggested that this alternative sequence element is usually flanked by 
pre-edited or partial edited flanking sequences in our A6 samples.  
As in RPS12, we found that A6 in 3010-IPs showed particularly accurate editing in the first few 3’ 
positions (i.e., T-str 110-115, including ES1-ES5, with Inc/Cor ~0.002-0.06). Also, as in RPS12, 
editing accuracy at these 3’ end positions in A6 was similar between samples. However, the accuracy 
of early 3’ editing in A6 was not as high as in RPS12 in our analyses (Supplemental Table S4). We 
found moderate fold changes in Inc/Cor in 3’ editing at the transitions T-str 109/110 and 113/114 (both 
~25 fold). Relatively high fold changes in Inc/Cor occurred in the 5’ half of the examined A6 sequence, 
including at the T-str 64/65 transition (~88 fold), or even higher further upstream (Supplemental Table 
S5). However, whether these upstream values are affected by the 5’ primer used to amplify the 3’ 
fragment of A6 transcripts will need to be clarified by additional studies.  
In brief, RESC-associated A6 mRNA showed major site-specific differences in editing accuracy, as we 
found in RPS12. The first few A6 positions directed by the 5’ half of gRNA-1 exhibited relatively 
accurate editing and showed no clear differences upon REH2C loss-of-function. However, a cluster of 
A6 positions normally targeted by the 3’ half of gRNA-1, showed a significant increase in both total 
editing and high-frequency incorrect editing upon RNAi. The function, if any, of the short alternative 
A6 element created by these incorrect edits will need to be clarified by additional studies. However, it 
is feasible that in normal cells, one role of REH2C is to reduce alternative editing events that may 
hinder A6 canonical editing progression beyond the initiating gRNA-1. We note that REH2C affected 
ESs with major changes in editing accuracy differently in A6 and RPS12. That is, REH2C loss-of-
function largely affected the Inc value in A6 and the Cor value in RPS12 at those ESs.   
REH2C loss-of-function effects on RPS12 and A6 transcripts in mitochondrial extracts. 
The current study described distinct site-preferential REH2C-mediated effects in RPS12 and A6 
transcripts associated with RESC. We finally asked whether the total mitochondrial RNA pool exhibits 
the observed effects in RESC-associated transcripts. 
Although RPS12 exhibits a lower level of 5’ edits in mtRNA versus 3010-IPs, both KH2F1 and KREH2 
knockdowns caused a decrease in total edits at generally the same positions in mtRNA and RESC6-
IPs (Fig. 4; Supplemental Figs. S9-10). The same 5’ cluster of positions in RPS12 in all samples 
exhibited a significant decrease in total editing upon RNAi. The cumulative value at the start codon 
decreased at days 3 and 4 of KH2F1-RNAi (~44% and ~56%; Fig. S9), and KREH2-RNAi (~25% and 
~40%; Fig. S10), respectively. 
The KH2F1 knockdown showed additional significant differences in total edits at further downstream 
positions of RPS12 in mtRNA. These other differences may reflect a distinct efficiency between the 
KH2F1 and KREH2 knockdowns in mtRNA, or the heterogeneous mixture of transcripts either free or 
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associated with proposed variants of RESC and other editing complexes in mitochondria (reviewed in 
Cruz-Reyes et al. 2018).  
The overall location of Inc/Cor spikes in the RPS12 ORF region appears to be the same in mtRNA 
and RESC6-IPs upon KH2F1-RNAi (Fig. 5; Supplemental Fig. S11). However, the relative extent of 
these Inc/Cor spikes in the 5’ and 3’ halves of RPS12 differed between mtRNA and RESC6-IPs. This 
difference may reflect that the immunopurified samples contain a subset of the transcripts found in the 
total mtRNA pool. The same cluster of 5’ positions, including T-str 48 (ES57), showed significant 
differences in both KH2F1 or KREH2 knockdowns in mtRNA and RESC6-IPs. In mtRNA, the 
cumulative value at the start codon decreased at days 3 and 4 of  KH2F1-RNAi (~14% and ~26%; 
panel B), and KREH2-RNAi (~15% and ~38%; panel C), respectively. 
Finally, we performed an Inc/Cor analysis of A6 in mtRNA upon KH2F1-RNAi (Supplemental Fig. 
S12). We found a conserved location of Inc/Cor spikes in 3’ positions of A6 in mtRNA and RESC6-IPs 
(Fig. 8; Supplemental Fig. S12). Inc/Cor values in 5’ positions may be affected by the low number of 
5’ reads in mtRNA in our samples. The same 3’ region, spanning A6 positions T-str 102-109, showed 
significant changes in editing accuracy in mtRNA and RESC6-IPs upon KH2F1-RNAi. The cumulative 
value at T-str 59 decreased at days 3 and 4 of KH2F1-RNAi, ~56% and ~67%, respectively.   
Despite the enrichment of accurately edited RPS12 and A6 in native RESC pulldowns, we found that 
significant REH2C-mediated changes in total editing and editing accuracy in these transcripts can be 
similarly examined in RESC and the total mitochondrial RNA pool.   
DISCUSSION 
This amplicon-based RNA-seq study examined RPS12 and A6 transcripts in antibody pulldowns of 
RESC, REH2C, and total mtRNA, using normalized values of total editing and editing accuracy 
(Inc/Cor). The new bioinformatics tool introduced here enabled nucleotide-resolution analysis of 
canonical and non-canonical edits at all positions. Table 2 summarizes the general findings in our 
study, with a focus on the ORF region in RPS12, and a 3’ fragment of A6. We included analyses of 3’ 
early editing by the initiating gRNA-1 in both transcripts. All previous amplicon-based RNA-seq 
studies of RNA editing in T. brucei examined total mitochondrial extracts (Simpson et al. 2016; 
Carnes et al. 2017; Simpson et al. 2017; McAdams et al. 2018; McAdams et al. 2019; Tylec et al. 
2019). However, the presence of multiple RESC variants in mitochondria complicates their functional 
analysis in vivo (reviewed in Cruz-Reyes et al. 2018). We examined editing patterns in transcripts 
associated with a variant of RESC purified via RESC6, a critical protein in early editing (Ammerman et 
al. 2011), and the role of REH2C on these editing patterns. The function of the KREH2 subunit in the 
REH2C complex is of particular interest. This ATP-dependent RNA helicase of the DEAH/RHA family 
exhibits a conserved multi-domain organization in related helicases from yeast to humans (Cruz-
Reyes et al. 2016; Cruz-Reyes J. 2018; Kumar et al. 2019). KREH2 is the sole DEAH box helicase in 
trypanosomal editosomes  However, spliceosomes, and ribosome biogenesis require multiple 
DExH/RHA helicases with a variety of functions (Jarmoskaite and Russell 2014). 
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Analysis of RPS12 
Editing pattern and enrichment of fully edited RPS12 in RESC: In RPS12, total editing was higher in 
ESs than in nES, and decreasing from 3’ end to the mid-region, then remaining relatively stable for 
most of the 5’ half. This pattern suggested that editing may progress more efficiently along the RPS12 
5’ half. Perhaps the stretch of purines in this region facilitates progression. 
The editing accuracy varied greatly site-to-site but did not distinguish ESs from nESs. Relatively high 
accuracy typically involved C-rich regions except in the first few 3’ positions of RPS12. C-G basepairs 
may help direct and stabilize accurate editing. Some spikes in Inc/Cor revealed discrete areas and 
specific positions, mostly ESs, along RPS12 that represent “hotspots” of unfaithful editing. Positions 
with high Inc/Cor >0.3 were 5’ of A’s or G’s, except for position T-str 142 (discussed below), which is 
5’ to a C nucleotide. In general, the 5’ half spanning gRNA-2 to gRNA-5 is more error-prone than the 
3’ half of the ORF region.  
RPS12 transcripts exhibited higher levels of total editing and accurate editing in RESC than REH2C 
and mtRNA. Accordingly, our Illumina libraries from RESC6-IPs consistently contained most 
transcripts with a fully edited ORF region (~10% of all transcripts) among the samples examined. 
These findings are in line with our reported qRT-PCR studies showing a relative enrichment of fully-
edited RPS12 in RESC6-IPs (Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015). Minor cross-contaminations 
between native complexes, which are difficult if not impossible to avoid completely in a case where 
these complexes interact in a dynamic fashion, do not compromise the major conclusions in our 
studies. However, they might have obscured other, more subtle differences. Observed differences 
between our samples were significant, in some cases with P values <0.0005. The differences in fully 
edited RPS12 between RESC and REH2C may reflect the dynamic nature of editosomes, including 
possible cycles of REH2C association/dissociation with RESC. The REH2C complex may bind 
transcripts that require new or proofreading editing, whereas RESC may accumulate transcripts that 
were acted upon by REH2C. We linked the enrichment of fully edited RPS12 in RESC to site-
preferential changes in total editing and accurate editing in the 5’ half of RPS12. The RECC enzyme 
may act more efficiently on specific 5’ positions of RPS12 in the context of RESC. Studies of the total 
mtRNA pool by the Read lab indicated that 5’ regions in RPS12 are consistently mis-edited and some 
mis-edits may give rise to alternative protein sequences (Simpson et al. 2016). The increased editing 
accuracy at 5’ positions in RESC-associated RPS12 suggests that putative alternative protein-coding 
sequences are less likely in RESC. The functional relevance of putative alternative protein-coding 
sequences derived from the RPS12 locus remains to be validated. 
REH2C promotes total and accurate editing in RESC-associated RPS12: KH2F1 and KREH2 
knockdowns indicated that the helicase complex REH2C enhances both total editing and accurate 
editing primarily at 5’ positions in RESC-associated RPS12. Accordingly, these knockdowns reduced 
the level of fully edited RPS12 associated with RESC in our Illumina libraries. We also note that both 
knockdowns further reduced the observed minor KREH2 cross-contamination in our RESC6-IPs, 
mentioned above. As mentioned above, weak RNA-mediated contacts between native forms of 
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RESC6-bound RESC, REH2C, and other editing components reflect a dynamic nature of the RNA 
editing holoenzyme (Cruz-Reyes et al. 2018). Our combined RNAi/RNA-seq approach revealed 
nucleotide-resolution details on the functional trans effects of REH2C in the editing apparatus.      
As aforementioned, major shifts in total editing involved the same positions in RPS12, e.g., a cluster 
of ESs including ES54 in studies with RNAi or comparing RESC, REH2C, and mtRNA. Similarly, 
major shifts in accurate editing involved the same positions in RPS12 (e.g., including ES46 and 
ES56). These positions and other discrete areas in RPS12 may be primary control checkpoints 
affected by REH2C. The helicase REH2C carries 3’-5’ unwinding activity and forms an RNP with 
mRNA that may hybridize with gRNA-loaded RESC (Kumar et al. 2016). So, the REH2C RNP may 
remodel the secondary structure of the mRNA-gRNA duplex and or interaction with the RECC 
enzyme. Whether the differential editing events on RPS12 transcripts described here occurred while 
these transcripts were bound to RESC or before RESC binding was not directly established in these 
studies.   
Early editing in RESC-associated RPS12 transcripts. The initiating gRNA-1 in RPS12 (Koslowsky et 
al. 2013) directs some of the most accurate editing events in RPS12, including at the first four 
positions examined (i.e., insertion ES3 and ES4, and two nESs). Notably, only one of these positions 
(nES at T-str 150) involves a stabilizing C-G basepair with gRNA-1, i.e., T-str 150 is just 5’ of a C 
nucleotide. In contrast to the accurate editing in the first few positions, we noted two adenines at the 
3’ end of gRNA-1 would account for the most frequent event (+2U) of incorrect editing in the ORF 
region. These two adenines occur in identical guide sequences of gRNA-1 transcripts from different T. 
brucei strains, including the strain in this study (Koslowsky et al. 2013; Madina et al. 2014; Cooper et 
al. 2019), and may play an important role. The putative +2U event by these conserved adenines also 
causes the largest drop in accurate editing (i.e., >500-fold change at the T-str 142/143 transition) in 
the ORF region. The T-str 142/143 transition may serve as a “tap” to modulate editing progression 
between gRNA-1 and gRNA-2. Importantly, REH2C loss-of-function using RNAi nearly doubled the 
Inc/Cor fold change at the T-str 142/143 transition despite position T-str 142 involving a stabilizing C-
G basepair. The dramatic change in editing accuracy at the gRNA-1/gRNA-2 overlap might also 
reflect a “seed” mechanism, as in other RNA processes (Kunne et al. 2014), that stabilizes the gRNA-
1 hybrid to promote accurate editing initiation. Moreover, a large shift in editing accuracy at the gRNA-
1/gRNA-2 transition may also reflect that gRNA-1 is used more often than other gRNAs allowing more 
proofreading events. We found that most adjoining positions that exhibited a high Inc/Cor fold change 
in our study matched Intrinsic Pause Sites (IPS) identified by the Read lab in RPS12 transcripts 
(Simpson et al. 2016) (Supplemental Table S4). So, the REH2C editing complex may modulate 3’-5’ 
editing progression in RESC-associated RPS12 transcripts in at least some of these positions. 
Analysis of A6 
As in RPS12, our analysis of an A6 3’ fragment showed site-to-site differences in total editing and 
accurate editing upon REH2C loss-of-function. Total editing was relatively high across the first four 
gRNAs (~ 50% of the examined 3’ fragment) but became quite low in the remaining upstream 
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sequence. The reason for this shift in total edits is currently unclear, but it may reflect that our 
amplicons included a 5’ primer matching pre-edited sequence. The initiating gRNA-1 in A6 
(Koslowsky et al. 2013) directed relatively accurate editing at the first six positions (i.e., deletion ES1 
and ES4, insertion ES2, ES3 and ES5, and one nES), of which two positions involve stabilizing C-G 
basepairing with gRNA-1. Editing at these early 3’ positions appeared unaffected by REH2C. 
However, we found significant REH2C effects in a region that forms a short alternative sequence 
across the 3’ half of gRNA-1. This 3’ sequence element is created by the most frequent incorrectly 
edited sequences (spanning positions T-str 102-109) in all A6 samples examined. The creation of this 
3’ element may hinder editing progression between the initiating gRNA-1 and gRNA-2, or could 
generate dead-end editing products.  
Interestingly, a folding prediction showed that the addition of this 3’ element to A6 pre-mRNA creates 
a long intra-strand duplex in a region targeted by the first 3-4 gRNAs. Such stable duplex could hinder 
annealing by early gRNAs. Notably, REH2C loss-of-function increased the frequency of this 3’ 
element in our samples, suggesting that RNA or RNP remodelling is involved. Analyses of annotated 
gRNAs in sequenced minicircles (Cooper et al. 2019) did not yield high-quality predicted gRNAs that 
could account for the A6 3’ element. However, multiple small gRNA pieces could be involved. The 
source of the 3’ element remains to be defined. Additional studies underway will address these 
possibilities, including possible changes in secondary structure. 
REH2C distinct effects on the interplay between correct and incorrect edits in RPS12 and A6, 
and possible editing-initiation control mechanisms   
Changes in total and accurate editing in RPS12 and A6 sequences examined did not necessarily 
involve the same positions. Although, most Inc/Cor spikes in A6 early 3’ editing were associated with 
large changes in total editing. The discrepancy in the location of total and accurate editing spikes, 
particularly in RPS12, suggests that the molecular mechanisms controlling these two processes are 
not necessarily concerted. REH2C showed substrate-specific effects on RPS12 and A6 transcripts. In 
RPS12, REH2C loss-of-function decreased both total and accurate editing at preferential 5’ positions. 
In A6, REH2C loss-of-function increased total editing but decreased accurate editing at preferential 3’ 
positions. Importantly, Inc/Cor spikes at ESs in RPS12 were primarily due to a loss of correctly edited 
sequences. At these positions, dominant high-frequency incorrectly edited sequences were largely 
unaffected by RNAi (Supplementary Fig. S7).  
In contrast, Inc/Cor spikes in early 3’ positions of A6 were primarily due to an increase of incorrectly 
edited sequences. Correctly edited sequences at these A6 positions were largely unaffected by RNAi 
(Fig. 8). This shows a different effect of REH2C on the interplay between correct and incorrect edits in 
RPS12 and A6. 
The control of site-preferential changes in editing may involve the recognition and remodelling of RNA 
features by the helicase REH2C that carries 3’-5’ unwinding activity (Kumar et al. 2016). Whether the 
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differential editing events on RPS12 and A6 described here occurred while these transcripts were 
bound to RESC or before RESC binding was not directly established in these studies.   
Early 3’ editing in RPS12 and A6 exhibited two contrasting effects. The first few guiding nucleotides in 
gRNA-1 direct relatively accurate editing that was unaffected by REH2C in both transcripts. However, 
different mechanisms may slow down early 3’ editing progression. In RPS12, the 3’ end nucleotides of 
gRNA-1 may direct a highly-frequent non-canonical editing event. In A6, high-frequency inaccurate 3’ 
edits may create an mRNA fold that hinders annealing of early gRNAs as discussed above. Control of 
early 3’ editing progression by these proposed mechanisms may involve REH2C. The observed 
changes in A6 may be specific to early 3’ editing, but whether upstream regions in A6 are also 
affected by REH2C loss-of-function will require analysis of the entire A6 transcript. The current study 
dissected potential site-preferential checkpoints in REH2C-mediated control in RPS12 and A6 editing.   
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Cell Culture 
T. brucei procyclic strain Lister 427 29-13 (Wirtz et al. 1999) was grown axenically in log 
phase in SDM-79 medium (Brun and Schonenberger 1979) and harvested at a cell density of 1-3x107 
cells/mL. The transgenic KH2F1-RNAi and KREH2-RNAi cell lines generated in our lab were induced 
with tetracycline (Tet) at 1 μg/mL (Madina et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2016). Growth curves started at a 
cell density of 2x106 cells/mL, and dilutions were performed every other day. RNAi cell lines were 
maintained in tetracycline-screened HyClone Fetal Bovine (FBS) (SH30070.03T; GE Healthcare). 
Western Blots and Radioactivity Assays 
Western blots of KREH2 and KH2F1 (subunits of REH2C), and GRBC2 (alias GAP1; subunit 
of GRBC), in mitochondrial extracts and immunoprecipitations (IPs) were performed as reported 
(Hernandez et al. 2010; Kumar et al. 2016). Protein analyses using Amersham ECLTM western blot 
detection reagents were performed in an Amersham Imager 600. RNA editing ligase KREL1 (subunit 
of RECC) was detected by radiolabeled self-adenylation directly on the beads in antibody pulldowns 
(Sabatini and Hajduk 1995).  
Preparation of samples for RNA-seq 
The source of the RNA samples used in each figure is in Supplemental Table S1. Independent 
biological replicates of each sample (n= 2) were prepared from separate cultures, including RNAi-
induced and an untreated control samples. Mitochondria-enriched extracts were prepared as reported 
(Kumar et al. 2019). Total RNA from mitochondrial extract (mtRNA) was isolated using TRIzol per 
manufacturer’s instructions. IPs of native RESC6, KREH2, and KH2F1 from the extracts were 
performed using a standard protocol as reported (Madina et al. 2014; Kumar et al. 2016) with some 
modifications. Approximately 2 mg of protein was mixed with 1x SUPERase·InTM RNase inhibitor 
(InvitrogenTM), 1x cOmplete Protease inhibitor (Roche), and precleared by passage over Protein A-
Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) that were pretreated with 5% BSA before loading onto antibody-
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conjugated beads. Affinity-purified peptide antibodies of identical quality and concentration (Bethyl 
Laboratories, Inc) against RESC6, KREH2, and KH2F1 were conjugated to DynabeadsTM Protein A 
(10002D; InvitrogenTM). The conjugated beads were washed five times with 1 ml of wash buffer (25 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Mg(OAc)2, 0.1 % NP-40). The above affinity-
purified antibodies and standard assay conditions typically generate KREH2-IPs and KH2F1-IPs 
(REH2C complex) with negligible levels of RESC6 (aka MRB3010) detected by western blot analyses 
of the pulldowns, and RESC6-IPs samples with low or undetectable levels of KREH2 and KH2F1 (e.g. 
see Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2016). In the current study, RESC6-IPs had 
no detectable KH2F1 but a small amount of KREH2, while IPs of KH2F1 (in REH2C) had negligible 
levels of RESC2 (a marker protein subunit in RESC6 bound-RESC). Despite minor cross-
contaminations in our samples, the current study confirmed our reported relative enrichment of 
accurate edits in RESC6-bound-RESC, and effects of REH2C loss on the level of accurate edits in 
RESC and total mtRNA (Madina et al. 2014; Madina et al. 2015). To prepare samples for RNA-seq, 
RNA was extracted by treating the beads with 4U proteinase K (NEB) for 2 h at 55 °C, followed by 
phenol/chlorform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Isolated RNA from the pulldowns or directly 
from mitochondrial extracts was treated with DNase I, RNase-free (EN0523; Thermo ScientificTM) 
before cDNA synthesis with the iScript™ Reverse Transcription Supermix (Bio-Rad) as described 
elsewhere (Madina et al. 2014). The cDNA was analysed by Qubit. RPS12 cDNA was amplified using 
a forward primer (5’-ctaatacacttttgataacaaac-3’; #952) including genomically-encoded 5’ UTR 
sequence, and a reverse primer (5’-aaaaacatatcttatatctaaatct-3’; #1700) including genomically-
encoded 3’ UTR sequence and the first two canonical sites, ES1 and ES2, in fully edited RPS12 
(Supplemental Fig. S1; Supplemental Table S2). A6 cDNA was amplified using a forward primer 5’-
acggcggttttgaaaacac -3’; #1417) including genomically-encoded pre-edited sequence, and a reverse 
primer (5’-cttatttgatcttattctataactcc-3’; #951) targeting genomically-encoded 3’ UTR sequence. The 
linear range of the PCR reactions was determined by qRT-PCR. To generate samples for MiSeq 
sequencing, cDNA was amplified by PCR using the same primer concentrations and a number of 
cycles determined to be in the linear range (i.e., 18 cycles) for each sample. The PCR amplicons 
were gel-isolated and eluted into 10 µL buffer of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0.  
Library construction and sequencing 
The amplified cDNA described above was analysed on Tape Station and cleaned using Agencourt 
AMPure XP magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter). Libraries were made using a modified version of the 
Illumina Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation protocol (15044223 B), replacing the 16S 
specific primer sequence with RPS12 gene-specific primers. In brief, a 30 µL index PCR reaction was 
performed to attach Nextera XT indices and Illumina sequence adapters. A 2x KAPA HiFi HotStart 
Ready mix (12.5 µL) was combined with 0.16 µM of each Illumina primer, and 5 ng of cDNA per PCR 
reaction (18 cycles). The final libraries were purified in Agencourt AMPure XP magnetic beads 
(Beckman Coulter). Library concentrations were quantified using the Qubit Fluorometer high 
sensitivity double-stranded DNA assay (Thermofisher). The size of the amplicons was confirmed on 
an Agilent TapeStation D1000 tape (Agilent). The libraries were normalized and pooled to a 
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concentration of 4 nM and were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq V2 250x250 sequencing kit to 
generate approximately 15 million read pairs (Texas A&M Institute of Genome Sciences and Society). 
We note that the sequence of the RPS12 and A6 genes (i.e., the sequence in the pre-edited 
transcripts) were confirmed by amplification of a genomic fragment containing the RPS12 or A6 
genes, and direct Sanger sequencing of two independent amplicons for each transcript using forward 
and reverse primers.  
 
Processing of RNA-seq paired-end reads  
Raw sequence data for each sample were assessed for quality using FASTQC software 
(www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) and outputs manually inspected. Readpairs 
were merged where possible using FLASH v2.2.00 (https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/FLASH/; parameters: 
--max-overlap=250 –max-mismatch-density=0.05 -t 12 -z -O -m 35).  Merged read pairs were used for 
subsequent analyses. Gene-specific primers were identified within the merged sequence, and 
trimmed to remove “external” bases, thereby yielding an amplicon for each merged readpair. 
Amplicons from each sample were assessed for replicates and collapsed as appropriate to yield a 
non-redundant set of amplicon sequences for each sample. Sequences were stored in fasta format, 
with the sample, sequence, and replicate depth included in the sequence name. “T-stripped” versions 
of these sequences, in which all T residues were removed, were generated and aligned to T-stripped 
versions of the target gene sequences (RPS12 and A6) using bowtie2 (http://bowtie-
bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml). Alignment was performed with parameters –very-sensitive -
p 20 -f -U; the SAM output was parsed on the fly to exclude all alignments that were not perfect match 
with no gaps prior to storage in sorted, indexed BAM format using samtoools (http://www.htslib.org/). 
The BAM output provides information as to the aligning sequence, alignment start position, and the 
initial collapsed readset sequence prior to T-stripping. Each non-A|G|C in the pre-T-stripped collapsed 
readset represented a possible editing event for the collapsed readset: all were assessed irrespective 
of known model status. Each aligning collapsed readset was processed for each alignment position to 
determine whether additional bases were present or not in the pre-T-stripped collapsed readset 
sequence. Content information at each position in the target gene sequence was generated in tab-
delimited text format, one line per T-stripped collapsed readset. Subsequently, sample alignment 
output data were further processed in the R environment (http://www.r-project.org) for summarizing 
and figure generation purposes. 
Calculation of Incorrect/Correct (Inc/Cor) ratios 
Inc/Cor values at the examined positions in RPS12 and A6 were calculated by dividing the total 
percentage of ‘incorrectly’ edited reads (here defined as different from the expected canonical pattern) 
by the percentage of ‘correct’ reads (i.e. corresponding to the canonical sequence) at that position 
(Supplemental Table S3). Values are determined for all ESs and nES positions. At nES, correct reads 
represent pre-edited sequence that does not require editing at that position. Any editing event at nESs 
would generate incorrectly edited reads. Correct reads at both ESs and nESs are dictated by cognate 
gRNA annealing.  
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Calculation of Inc/Cor fold change values 
The fold change of two Inc/Cor values during 3’-5’ progression was calculated by dividing the Inc/Cor 
value in a 5’ position by the Inc/Cor value in the adjacent 3’ position. Fold change values were 
calculated for all positions within the RPS12 ORF sequence and an A6 3’ fragment sequence in 
RESC6-IPs (Supplemental Table S4). Fold change values were also calculated at 3’ positions of 
RPS12 in RESC6-IPs upon RNAi (Supplemental Table S5). The mean +SD of n=2 biological 
replicates was reported. 
Statistical analysis 
We used sliding window analyses to reveal the differences in the total edits among samples as a 
function of the position in mRNAs (Zivot and Wang 2006). Along the sequence, we typically used 
sliding windows with a window size = 20, which means 10 upstream and 10 downstream positions are 
included in a window for each focal position located at the center of the window. A slightly larger 
window centered 65 [54-81] (e.g., Fig. 2) was needed to detect significant differences in an area that 
contains a few scattered spikes primarily in RESC6-IPs. For each window, we pooled all data points 
located within the same window and used the one-way ANOVA to test the null hypothesis that there is 
no significant difference between groups. If this null hypothesis is rejected by the p < 0.05, then 
Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) procedure is used to identify which two groups are 
significantly different from each other. P values < 0.0005 (***), < 0.005 (**), < 0.05 (*), and > 0.05 (NS) 
between samples were annotated. The step size of the sliding windows analysis is 1, which means 
that we moved the sliding window from upstream to downstream by one position each time until the 




Supplemental data is also available on Figshare, DOI 10.6084/m9.figshare.12609686 
RNA sequencing data are deposited in NCBI SRA under BioProject ID PRJNA597821. 
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TABLE AND FIGURES LEGENDS 
Table 1. Glossary of terms.  
Table 2. Summary of findings on total and accurate editing in the ORF region of RPS12 and a 3’ 
fragment of A6. Total editing was higher in the 3’ half than in the 5’ half in both transcripts as expected 
from studies by several labs. The accuracy of editing scored by Inc/Cor ratios was higher in the 5’ half 
than in the 3’ half. In RPS12, total editing and the accuracy of editing were relatively higher in RESC 
than in REH2C or in mtRNA. REH2C loss-of-function decreased both total edits and the accuracy of 
editing and impacted more the 5’ half than the 3’ half of RPS12. REH2C loss-of-function exacerbated 
the most frequent non-canonical editing event in the ORF at position T-str 142, and the biggest 
Inc/Cor fold change in the ORF at the T-str 142/143 transition. In A6 associated with RESC, REH2C 
loss-of-function increased total editing but decreased the accuracy of editing. REH2C loss-of-function 
also increased the frequency of a 3’ element with non-canonical sequence. 
Figure 1. “Snapshot” of a typical data set collected using targeted RNA-seq analysis of RPS12 
amplicons in this study. Stacked histogram of editing events at each position in RPS12 in a 
representative replicate sample of RESC6-IP. The cDNA fragment examined is shown as a reference 
T-stripped sequence (T-str) spanning the inter-nucleotide positions T-str 17 to 151 (see the canonical 
fully edited RPS12 ORF and 5’ UTR “B-form” sequence in the supplemental Fig. S1). A canonical 
editing site (ES) for uridine insertion (Ins) or deletion (Del) is just 5’ to a red or a blue non-T 
nucleotide, respectively. A non-canonical editing site (nES) is just 5’ to a black non-T nucleotide. The 
representative histogram shows the percentage of RNA-seq reads at each position: ESs with correct 
insertion (red) or deletion (blue), and incorrect “partial” editing events (yellow). The remaining reads 
contain pre-edited sequence. Editing events at nESs were scored (black). nESs do not require 
sequence changes in mature transcripts. However, all nESs at steady state carried editing events in 
our samples. The start codon (box) includes T-str positions 30-31 and requires editing at T-str 31 
(ES72). The stop codon (box) includes T-st 151 (ES3) and requires editing at this position. 
Figure 2. Total RNA editing in mtRNA, KREH2-IPs, and RESC6-IPs: (A) Site-by-site, and (B) 
Cumulative analysis in the RPS12 ORF sequence. Total editing at each site is scored as the 
percentage of RNA-seq reads showing any editing event, either correct or incorrect, at that site. T-str 
and ES positions, including those forming the start and stop codons are indicated. Each ten in the T-
str sequence is indicated (+). In panel B, The RPS12 ORF sequence is divided into two halves (T-str 
positions 31-88 and 89-151, divided by a vertical line). T-str position 51 “ES54” marked by an empty 
arrowhead (panels A-B) indicates the first position in a cluster of ESs with increased total editing in 
the ORF 5’ half in RESC6-IPs. Values and error bars reflect the mean of n=2 +SD independent 
biological replicates. Blue bars represent frequent gRNAs for RPS12 in an extensive gRNA 
transcriptome study (Koslowsky et al. 2013). Differently colored vertical bars represent the boundaries 
of each editing block. A sliding window analyses was performed. Three windows centered at positions 
T-str 43, 65, and 94, respectively, are shown. P values < 0.0005 (***), < 0.005 (**), < 0.05 (*), and > 
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0.05 (NS) comparing RESC6-IP to mtRNA (top tier) or KREH2-IP to mtRNA (bottom tier) were 
annotated in panel A. 
Figure 3. RNA editing accuracy in mtRNA, KREH2-IPs, and RESC6-IPs: (A) Site-by-site, and (B) 
Cumulative Inc/Cor analyses in the RPS12 ORF sequence. Inc/Cor values are scored as the 
percentage of RNA-seq reads with incorrect editing divided by the percentage of RNA-seq reads with 
correct editing, according to the canonical fully edited RPS12 sequence. For clarity in panel B, RPS12 
is divided into 2 regions (T-str positions 31-88 and 89-151, respectively), each with a separate plot of 
cumulative Inc/Cor. Major differences in Inc/Cor between samples include those at T-str positions 48 
and 80 (ES57 and ES46, respectively; filled arrowheads). (C) Distribution of high-frequency Incorrect 
edits (Inc) in RESC6-IPs. Color-coded arrowheads indicate high-frequency reads with incorrect 
editing (>5% to >30%) at those positions. The RPS12 3’ half included most high-frequency reads of 
incorrect editing (horizontal broken line). Blue bars represent frequent gRNAs for RPS12 as in Fig. 2. 
Values and error bars reflect mean of n=2 +SD independent biological replicates. Sliding window 
analyses are included as in Fig. 2 comparing RESC6-IP to mtRNA (top tier) or KREH2-IP to mtRNA 
(bottom tier). 
Figure 4. Total RNA editing in RESC6-IPs upon RNAi of REH2C proteins: (A) KH2F1-RNAi, and (B) 
KREH2-RNAi. Plots of cumulative total editing in RPS12, as in Fig. 2B. The same positions as in Fig. 
2B showed evident changes in cumulative total editing, including T-str position 51 (ES54; empty 
arrowhead in panels A and B). Uninduced (-Tet) and induced (+Tet) at days 3 or 4. Values and error 
bars reflect mean of n=2 +SD independent biological replicates. Some error bars are tiny. Sliding 
window analyses are included comparing -Tet to +Tet day 4 (top tier) or +Tet day 3 (bottom tier). 
Figure 5. RNA editing accuracy in RESC6-IPs upon RNAi of REH2C proteins: (A) Site-by-site, and (B-
C) Cumulative Inc/Cor in RPS12 as in Fig. 3. KH2F1-RNAi (panels A-B) and KREH2-RNAi (panel C). 
Values and error bars reflect mean of n=2 +SD independent biological replicates. Some error bars are 
tiny. Sliding window analyses are included comparing -Tet to +Tet day 4 (top tier) or +Tet day 3 
(bottom tier). 
Figure 6. RNA editing at the 3’ end of the RPS12 ORF sequence. (A) Alignment of canonical fully 
edited RPS12 3’ end transcript sequence to cDNA sequence corresponding to gRNA-1 (3’ portion) 
and gRNA-2. Color-coded arrowheads indicate high-frequency reads with incorrect editing, as in Fig. 
3C. Trapezoids indicate positions with relatively low Inc/Cor < 0.001 or ~0.001-0.005 that anneal to 
gRNA-1. Positions T-str 136, 142, and 146 have relatively high Inc/Cor ~0.3-0.6. The gRNA-1 (single 
isoform) and gRNA-2 (most frequent isoform) identified in T. brucei EATRO 164 were used 
(Koslowsky et al. 2013). (B) Alignment of gRNA-1 that may account for a high-frequency event of 
incorrect editing (~35% of all reads at position T-str 142, marked by a box). Two adenines in the 
gRNA 3’ end may direct this event. (C) Frequency of Incorrectly edited sequences (Inc) at position T-
str 142 in RESC6-IPs upon the indicated RNAi at days 0, 3, and 4 post-induction.  The total Inc (all 
incorrect sequences) and the most frequent incorrectly edited sequence (+2U) at position T-str 142 
are plotted. (D) Site-by-site Inc/Cor upon KREH2-RNAi across positions T-str 122-151. Positions T-str 
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136, 142, and 146 are marked. Blue bars depict gRNA-1 (g1) and gRNA-2 (g2). Values and error bars 
reflect mean of n=2 +SD independent biological replicates. 
Figure 7. Total RNA edits in A6 associated with RESC6-IPs upon KH2F1-RNAi: (A) Site-by-site, and 
(B) Cumulative analysis A6 mRNA. T-str (71-115) and ES positions, including ES1 and the stop 
codon (square) are indicated. Positions upstream T-str 71 are omitted because the small number of 
edits at those sites have a negligible effect on the cumulative plot. The gRNAs (blue bars) mostly 
derive from an extensive gRNA transcriptome study (Koslowsky et al. 2013). The edited 3’ UTR 
region anneals with gRNA-1 and gRNA-2. We used an alternative gRNA-1 transcript. Variants of 
gRNA-1 with identical guiding capacity were sequenced in strains EATRO 164 and Lister (Koslowsky 
et al. 2013; Madina et al. 2014) or predicted in sequenced minicircles in strain EATRO 1125 (Cooper 
et al. 2019). gRNA-2 was predicted in strain EATRO1125. Values and error bars reflect mean of n=2 
+SD independent biological replicates. Sliding window analyses are included comparing -Tet to +Tet 
day 4 (top tier) or +Tet day 3 (bottom tier).  
Figure 8. RNA editing accuracy in A6 from RESC6-IPs upon KH2F1-RNAi: (A) Site-by-site, and (B) 
Cumulative analysis spanning T-str positions 59-115 (i.e., including ES1-34). Positions upstream T-str 
59 are omitted because the sequence reads containing edits became too few (or zero) in one or both 
replicates to calculate Inc/Cor ratio. Positions across 102-109 are marked. (C) Site-by-site percentage 
of Incorrect (Inc; top) and Correct (Cor; bottom) editing reads at the positions marked in panel A. 
Values and error bars reflect mean of n=2 +SD independent biological replicates. Sliding window 
analyses are annotated comparing -Tet to +Tet day 4 (top tier) or +Tet day 3 (bottom tier) in panels B 
and C. (D) Alignment of fully edited A6 3’ end sequence to gRNA-1 (3’ portion) and gRNA-2. Color-
coded arrowheads indicate high-frequency reads with incorrect editing, as in Fig. 3B. The alternative 
gRNA-1 sequence (gA6-1.alt) in strain Lister (Madina et al. 2014) and a predicted gRNA-2 
(m0_306(II)_gA6_v2(724-766)) in strain EATRO 1125 (Cooper et al. 2019) were used. (E) Predicted 
sequence including the most frequent sequences with incorrect editing (highlighted in gray) at six 
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Any position between two non-T nucleotides 
(cDNA) with the expected event in the 
canonical fully edited mRNA. ESs are 




Any position between two non-T nucleotides 
(cDNA) excluding ESs. nESs may be 
edited but do not require changes in the 




Any position between two non-T nucleotides 
in the reference T-stripped sequence. T-str 
positions are numbered 5' to 3'. Editing 
events just 5' to G, C, or A are scored.  
T number 
  
The number of T nucleotides (cDNA) just 5’ 
to G, C, or A. T numbers between 0 and 16 















The total number of correct (“Cor”) reads, 
including reads that match the canonical 
pattern at ESs, and reads that match pre-
mRNA sequence at nESs.  
The total number of incorrect ("Inc") reads, 
including reads that do not match the 
canonical pattern at ESs, and reads with 
any edits at nES (i.e., not in pre-mRNA). 
The total number of editing events. At ESs 
this is all edits (Cor plus Inc). At nESs this 
includes any editing event (Inc).   
A normalized value of editing accuracy at 
each position. This value is determined by 
dividing the Inc value over the Cor value at 
ESs or nESs.  
Fold change 
in Inc/Cor 
The relative change in Inc/Cor values at two 
consecutive positions 3' to 5'. Large fold 
changes in Inc/Cor may be major pausing 
sites in 3'-5' editing progression.    
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A6 sequence across the first five gRNAs (d)
Overall (all amplicons)
Total Edits: 5' half <  3' half
Accuracy: 5' half > 3' half
RNAi (KH2F1) on A6 in RESC and mtRNA
            Impact
Total Edits: 5' half <  3' half
Accuracy: 5' half > 3' half
RNAi (KH2F1) on a 3' element with alternative edits
 in RESC and mtRNA
         Frequency
3' element +Tet > -Tet
RNAi (KH2F1 or KREH2) on correct vs incorrect edits
in ESs in RESC and mtRNA at major spikes
ImpactCorrects +Tet > -Tet
Inc value largely +Tet > -Tet
Table2. Summary of findings on total and accurate editing in RPS12 and A6 mRNA transcripts 
Notes: Accurate editing was measured using normalized Inc/Cor values. In RPS12, the 5’ and 3’
halves of the ORF region were compared. Positions with a relatively high number of correctly
edited sequences received a low Inc/Cor value. The 2U-insertion at position T-str 142 was the
most frequent non-canonical editing event in the ORF sequence, and was proposed to be
directed by two conserved adenines in the 3’ end of gRNA-1. The largest Inc/Cor fold change in
the ORF sequence was at the T-str 142/143 transition. (d) In A6, a region across the first five
gRNAs was included in this table (5’ and 3’ halves of this region were compared). This region
represents <50% of the original amplicon because edits at the 5’ end in the amplicon were very




Total Edits: 5' half <  3' half
Accuracy: 5' half > 3' half
Enrichment: RESC versus  REH2C, mtRNA
Total Edits: RESC > REH2C, mtRNA
Accuracy: RESC > REH2C, mtRNA
RNAi (KH2F1 or KREH2) on RPS12 in RESC and mtRNA
Impact
Total Edits: 5' half > 3' half
Accuracy: 5' half > 3' half
RNAi (KH2F1 or KREH2) on position T-str 142
 & T-str 142/143 transition in RESC and mtRNA
Impact
2U-insertion +Tet > -Tet
Inc/Cor fold change +Tet > -Tet
RNAi (KH2F1 or KREH2) on correct vs incorrect edits
at ESs in RESC and mtRNA at major spikes
Impact
Cor value largely +Tet > -Tet
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